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Abstract. Habitat destruction, characterized by patch loss and fragmentation, is a major
driving force of species extinction, and understanding its mechanisms has become a central issue
in biodiversity conservation. Numerous studies have explored the effect of patch loss on food
web dynamics, but ignored the critical role of patch fragmentation. Here we develop an extended
patch-dynamic model for a tri-trophic omnivory system with trophic-dependent dispersal in
fragmented landscapes. We found that species display different vulnerabilities to both patch loss
and fragmentation, depending on their dispersal range and trophic position. The resulting
trophic structure varies depending on the degree of habitat loss and fragmentation, due to a
tradeoff between bottom-up control on omnivores (dominated by patch loss) and dispersal
limitation on intermediate consumers (dominated by patch fragmentation). Overall, we find that
omnivory increases system robustness to habitat destruction relative to a simple food chain.

Key words: bottom-up control; food chain; food web robustness; landscape fragmentation; omnivory;
patch connectivity; patch-dynamic model; patch loss; species dispersal; top-down control.

INTRODUCTION

Habitat destruction is one of the most influential fac-
tors causing species extinction. Understanding its mech-
anisms has consequently become a central issue in
biodiversity conservation (Thomas and Morris 1995,
Tilman and Kareiva 1997, Dieckmann et al. 2000, Had-
dad et al. 2015). Habitat destruction is characterized by
two main processes: patch loss and patch fragmentation
(Fahrig 2003), where the latter refers to the division of a
continuous habitat into smaller, isolated, sub-habitats.
Numerous theoretical and empirical studies have investi-
gated how patch loss and fragmentation separately affect
species persistence and therefore community diversity,
and significant advances have been made in our under-
standing of how species respond to them (see review in
Fahrig 2002, 2003, Ewers and Didham 2006, Mortelliti
et al. 2010). Despite these advances, previous studies
generally ignored that species are always embedded in
complex food webs in natural ecosystems. How trophic
interactions affect the robustness of communities to

habitat destruction has thus been largely overlooked
(reviews in Pimm and Raven 2000, Holt 2002, Amarase-
kare 2008, Hagen et al. 2012).
Two decades ago, a few modelling studies based on

classical metapopulation theory (Levins 1969, Hanski
1998) began to investigate the impact of patch loss on
simple food web dynamics (Bascompte and Sol�e 1998,
Swihart et al. 2001, Meli�an and Bascompte 2002,
Kondoh 2003). These studies consistently concluded that
patch loss generally decreases population sizes and dis-
rupts trophic interactions, thereby resulting in increased
species loss due to trophic cascading effects (empirically
confirmed by Dobson et al. 2006, Cagnolo et al. 2009,
Fenoglio et al. 2010, Valladares et al. 2012). Unlike
these models, Pillai et al. (2010, 2011, 2012) developed a
novel patch-dynamic model that tracks the patch
occupancy of various trophic links instead of individual
species, providing a useful framework to study more
complex trophic networks undergoing habitat loss.
However, it is spatially implicit and thus ignores spatial
processes related to patch arrangement.
In reality, many trophic systems are typically heavily

fragmented by natural and anthropogenic disturbances,
but little is known about how patch fragmentation
affects food web dynamics (review in Gonzalez et al.
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2011). According to a single population model, patch
connectivity, in contrast to patch fragmentation, can
promote species movement range, with higher connectiv-
ity providing more colonization opportunities especially
for distance-limited dispersers (Liao et al. 2013a, b). In
addition, species at different trophic levels usually dis-
play different dispersal abilities, with longer-range dis-
persal typically occurring at higher trophic levels (Peters
1983, McCann et al. 2005, Greenleaf et al. 2007). As a
result, differences between the dispersal abilities of
predators and their prey are likely to play a key role in
modulating food web robustness to landscape fragmen-
tation (Hassell et al. 1993, Amarasekare 2006, 2007).
Among food web studies, omnivory structure, typically

defined as feeding on more than one trophic level (Pimm
and Lawton 1978), has gained much attention from both
theoretical and experimental ecologists (see review by
Kratina et al. 2012), as there exists a longstanding debate
on the relationship between omnivory and stability. Early
theory predicted that adding omnivory to model food
webs reduces their stability, suggesting that omnivory
should be rare in nature (Pimm and Lawton 1978). Later,
detailed observations of food webs revealed that omniv-
ory is widespread in terrestrial, freshwater, marine, and

soil ecosystems (Kratina et al. 2012, Digel et al. 2014),
and thus omnivory should be both an important species
characteristic and a key structural feature of the food
webs in which they occur (Stouffer et al. 2012). This led
to numerous theoretical investigations showing that,
under certain conditions, omnivory is expected to persist
and even to confer stability on otherwise unstable food
webs (HilleRisLambers et al. 2006, Kratina et al. 2012).
For instance, in a spatially implicit context, Pillai et al.
(2011) recently found that omnivorous and generalist
consumers can support transient increases in food web
branching and species richness with habitat loss. Ironi-
cally, while the role of omnivory has been explored in
typical metapopulations (Meli�an and Bascompte 2002,
Pillai et al. 2011), no work so far has been done on the
role of omnivory for foodweb stability in more spatially
explicit, and thus more relevant, scenarios.
Based on the modelling framework of Pillai et al.

(2010), we develop an extended patch-dynamic model
for a tri-trophic system with an omnivorous top predator
by explicitly integrating spatial patch arrangement (i.e.,
patch connectivity) with trophic-dependent dispersal.
Specifically, we define that, as the trophic level of a spe-
cies increases, its dispersal ability also increases from

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the model. (a) An omnivorous food web assembled on different food chain configurations
in a patch-dynamic framework proposed by Pillai et al. (2010); (b) the patch-dynamic framework embedded into a lattice-structured
landscape that consists of suitable (black) and unsuitable (white) patches. (c) An omnivorous species 3 (red) with global dispersal
can colonize any suitable patches across the landscape; (d) a consumer species 2 (red) can colonize suitable patches within a con-
nected fragment (using nearest neighbor connections to suitable patches); (e) a basal species 1 with neighbor dispersal (red) can only
access to its neighboring suitable patches. In panels c–e, white shows unsuitable patches, gray indicates patches that are suitable but
inaccessible due to dispersal range, and black indicates patches that are suitable and accessible within the dispersal range given.
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small-scale nearest neighbor dispersal to global dispersal
(illustrated in Fig. 1). Using this model, we explore how
community assembles and disassembles in fragmented
landscapes and whether omnivory increases system
robustness relative to a simple food chain. Robustness is
defined as the degree of patch loss and fragmentation
that can be tolerated without one or more species going
extinct.

METHODS

Incorporating habitat fragmentation in patch
occupancy models

Patch occupancy models describe the assembly of
communities of species on patches of suitable habitat
based on colonization and extinction processes (Tilman
1994, Holt 1996, Bascompte and Sol�e 1998, Hanski
1998, Hanski and Ovaskainen 2000, Meli�an and Bas-
compte 2002, Pillai et al. 2010, 2011). Such models are
typically spatially implicit, i.e., all patches are equally
accessible by any species. However, one of the primary
effects of habitat fragmentation, which has been largely
overlooked, is to limit the dispersal of species between
suitable patches. Thus, in order to investigate the impact
of habitat fragmentation on community dynamics, it is
necessary to introduce a description of how suitable
patches are embedded in the wider landscape and how
species disperse between them.
Since patch occupancy models consider only presence

or absence of species in a patch (rather than total popula-
tion), it is natural to regard all patches as being of equal
size. With this in mind, the simplest way to introduce spa-
tially explicit structure is to represent the landscape by a
two-dimensional square lattice containing two types of
patches: suitable habitat (s), which can be colonized, and
unsuitable habitat (u), which cannot be colonized and can
block distance-limited dispersal (Fig. 1b). Hiebeler (2000,
2007) characterizes such landscapes with two parameters:
the density S and clustering degree qs/s of the suitable
habitat. The former, density of s habitat, relates intuitively
to habitat loss (U = 1 � S). The latter, clustering degree
of s patches, is the probability that a neighbor for a ran-
domly chosen s patch is also suitable. As such, it is pro-
portional to the average size of a habitat fragment, i.e., an
area of connected s patches, and thus it provides a mea-
sure of habitat fragmentation, defined as 1 � qs/s (Lloyd
1967, Matsuda et al. 1992, Harada and Iwasa 1994).
This characterization of landscape structure immedi-

ately suggests three distinct dispersal modes. The first,
global dispersal, allows a species to colonize any s patch
in the landscape (Fig. 1c). In typical patch occupancy
models, all species are assumed to use this dispersal
mode. As such, species of this type are described in our
model in exactly the same way as in existing patch occu-
pancy models (Pillai et al. 2010).
The second dispersal mode, within-fragment dispersal,

allows dispersal between connected s patches but is

blocked by u patches (Fig. 1d). A particular colony of a
species that disperses in this way can only colonize a sub-
set of the suitable patches within the landscape, i.e.,
those in the same habitat fragment. To represent this, we
restrict the colonization rate of such species by a factor
of qs/s, which is proportional to habitat fragment size
(Liao et al. 2016a).
The third dispersal mode, nearest neighbor dispersal,

allows dispersal only to adjacent suitable patches (Fig. 1e).
Thus the number of colonizable patches for such a species
is given by the clustering degree of its colonies with unoc-
cupied suitable patches, which can be found using a pair
approximation (Appendix S1; Matsuda et al. 1992, Har-
ada and Iwasa 1994, Boots and Sasaki 2000, Liao et al.
2013b, Ying et al. 2014, Liao et al. 2015, 2016a, b).

Model system and analytical approach

We consider a community of three trophically inter-
acting species: species 1 is the basal species; species 2
consumes species 1; and species 3 consumes both species
1 and 2. The systematic framework proposed by Pillai
et al. (2010) was used to determine how trophic interac-
tions between the species would influence their patch
occupancy dynamics. However, in addition, we assigned
each species one of the dispersal modes described above.
In particular, in accordance with observations (Peters
1983, McCann et al. 2005, Greenleaf et al. 2007), we
allowed species dispersal range to increase with trophic
level, i.e., species 1 with nearest neighbor dispersal, spe-
cies 2 with dispersal within habitat fragment, and species
3 with global dispersal. The modifications outlined
above were applied to the patch-dynamic framework of
Pillai et al. (2010) by accounting for species differences
in dispersal range (Appendix S1).
Using numerical solutions of this system, we investi-

gate how habitat loss, fragmentation and the combina-
tion of both affect species persistence. Additionally we
consider how the robustness of the whole community to
habitat destruction is affected by the presence of an
omnivorous top predator, rather than one that feeds
only on species 2 (i.e., a simple food chain; Liao et al.
2016a). A broad range of biologically reasonable param-
eter combinations were investigated (Appendix S2:
Figs. S1–S4) and found to produce qualitatively consis-
tent community patterns. A representative example is
discussed in the following section. Additionally, an
important feature of the Pillai et al. (2010) framework is
that it individually models the patch dynamics of each
trophic link/subcommunity (instead of individual spe-
cies) that could arise in the system, as predatory species
cannot establish on suitable patches without prey spe-
cies. We make use of this by considering the effect of
varying the strength of the trophic interaction between
species 3 and species 1. This allows us to investigate how
system robustness varies with the degree of omnivory,
e.g., from no prey preference to a strong preference to
consume species 2, displayed by species 3.
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RESULTS

We first test how loss of patch availability (i.e., density
of patches suitable for colonization) and connectivity
(i.e., clustering degree of suitable patches) affect the per-
sistence of a three species community with an omnivo-
rous top predator (Figs. 2, 3). Both forms of habitat
destruction reduce species patch occupancy, compromis-
ing coexistence of the three species. However, we observe
that the relative sensitivity of species 2 and 3 to habitat
destruction varies with respect to these two components.
In particular, as patch availability decreases, species 3
becomes extinct before species 2 in highly connected
landscapes (Figs. 2c, 3a), while this extinction order
reverses in more fragmented landscapes (Figs. 2a, b, and

3a). Similarly, as fragmentation increases, species 3
becomes extinct before species 2 at low patch availability,
but this switches at high patch availability (Fig. 2e, f).
Interestingly, intermediate patch availability and connec-
tivity maximizes the patch occupancy of 1–3 subcommu-
nities (Fig. 3e); this maximum occurs as species 2
becomes extinct (note that species 3 has a feeding prefer-
ence for species 2).
Next, we compare the robustness of this food web to

habitat destruction to that of a simple food chain
(Fig. 4). We find that the addition of an omnivorous top
predator permits the whole community to tolerate much
more patch loss and fragmentation than a food chain, as
feeding on different trophic levels promotes the survival
of this, usually more vulnerable, species (Fig. 4a–c).

FIG. 2. Individual impacts of patch availability and patch connectivity on species persistence in an omnivorous food web incor-
porating species dispersal range (species 1, neighbor dispersal; species 2, dispersal within patch clusters; and omnivorous species 3,
global dispersal). For the range of patch availability, see Eq. S1 (Appendix S1). Parameter values are as follows: species colonization
rate c1 = c2 = c31 = c32 = 1, species intrinsic extinction rate e1 = e2 = e32 = 0.05, species 3’s feeding cost on non-preferred species
e31/e32 = 3, and top-down extinction rate l32 = l31 = l21 = 0.025. S, density of suitable habitat; qs/s, clustering degree of suitable
habitat.
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Varying the parameters describing the degree of omniv-
ory (c31, e31, and l31) changes the system robustness
(measured by the area of the landscape parameter space
where all species coexist). Decreasing the colonization
rate of species 3 in 1–3 subcommunities (c31) relative to
that in the full community (c32) has a relatively weak
effect on system robustness (Fig. 4a), with the strongest
effect being a drop in robustness when c31 ≤0.4c32.
Increasing the extinction rate of species 3 in 1–3 subcom-
munities (e31) or the predation pressure it exerts on its
prey (l31) relative to their counter parts in the full com-
munity (e32 and l32) results in a large decline in system
robustness, approaching the levels found in the simple
food chain.

DISCUSSION

Classical trophically linked non-spatial metacommu-
nity theory only considers models of the relative occur-
rence of species within patches across the landscape, while
ignoring spatial patch arrangement as well as species dis-
persal range (Holt 1993, 1997, Bascompte and Sol�e 1998,
Meli�an and Bascompte 2002, Kondoh 2003, Pillai et al.
2010). Based on the framework of Pillai et al. (2010), we
developed an extended patch-dynamic model for a tri-
trophic omnivory system by explicitly linking patch con-
nectivity with species dispersal. The patch dynamics of
the species in this model are subject to distinct dispersal
modes depending on their trophic position, with longer-
range dispersal occurring at higher trophic levels. As
such, our spatially extended model allows us to explore

the role of landscape fragmentation in mediating food
web robustness at the metacommunity scale.
In our simulations, the species display varying sensitiv-

ities to patch loss and fragmentation, which strongly
depend on their dispersal scale and trophic position in
the food web (Figs. 2, 3). In highly connected landscapes
habitat loss drives extinctions in trophic-level order
(from highest to lowest), in accordance with the trophic
rank hypothesis, while in fragmented habitats the inter-
mediate consumer becomes extinct before the omnivore.
A similar switch in sensitivity to habitat fragmentation is
observed at opposite extremes of habitat loss. This can
be explained in terms of the feeding behaviors and dis-
persal modes we assign to these two species. It is clear
that when resources are limited (bottom-up control), the
intermediate consumer population is insufficient to sup-
port the omnivore (as assumed in the formulation of the
trophic rank hypothesis). Consequently, the omnivore
competes with the intermediate consumer to prey on the
basal species for survival. In highly connected habitats
(qs/s � 1), the two species have similar dispersal capabili-
ties and thus the outcome of this competition is deter-
mined by the demographic characteristics (i.e.,
colonization and extinction rates) of these species and
the effect of intraguild predation of the omnivore on the
intermediate consumer. Since we assume that the omni-
vore prefers to feed on species 2, it typically has a com-
petitive disadvantage when feeding on species 1 and thus
will become extinct first. In contrast, in fragmented habi-
tats, the colonization rate of the intermediate consumer
is reduced because of its dispersal limitation. For

FIG. 3. Interactive effects of patch availability and patch connectivity on spatial patch dynamics of a tri-trophic omnivory food
web with longer-range dispersal occurring at higher trophic levels (1, basal species; 2, intermediate consumer; 3, omnivorous top
predator; and none, extinction of all species). For an explanation of the inaccessible region, see Eq. S1 (Appendix S1). (a) Commu-
nity composition and pattern (partitioned by dashed lines); (b–f) global patch occupancy of individual species or different trophic
links at equilibrium, represented by the rainbow of colors. For parameter values, see Fig. 2.
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sufficiently fragmented habitats, this switches the com-
petitive disadvantage to the intermediate consumer
resulting in it becoming extinct first.
Most previous spatially implicit modelling studies

have focused on the persistence of the intermediate con-
sumer in the omnivory system, because the interplay of
competition for basal species and predation by the
omnivore confers the highest extinction likelihood to
the consumer. However, the inclusion of spatial hetero-
geneity in our model introduces a more complex trade-
off between these trophic interactions and the dispersal
abilities of the consumer and omnivore. In particular,
whether the consumer is the most vulnerable species
depends on habitat structure and the degree of omniv-
ory, that is, the relative cost to the omnivore of feeding
on the basal species instead of the intermediate con-
sumer. In our model, high vulnerability of consumer
occurs only at both high fragmentation and omnivory
degree (Appendix S2: Fig. S4). Despite this, the region
where all species can survive is always larger for the food

web with an omnivorous top predator relative to the
simple food chain regardless of its omnivory degree
(Fig. 4; Appendix S2: Fig. S4), indicating that introduc-
ing an omnivore increases system robustness to habitat
destruction.
This effect of omnivores on food web robustness has

previously been observed in empirical studies (review in
Kratina et al. 2012). Our model provides an insight into
a potential mechanism that may be responsible for this
phenomenon. Habitat destruction eventually limits sys-
tem resources to the point that the intermediate con-
sumer population cannot support the top predator in a
food chain. However, under the same conditions, the
omnivore is able to survive by consuming the basal spe-
cies (e.g., an adaptive feeding strategy cf. Kratina et al.
[2012]). While this places it in competition with the inter-
mediate consumer, these species can coexist due to the
tradeoff between competitive advantage (for the interme-
diate consumer) and dispersal advantage (for the omni-
vore). This allows the full community to survive at higher

FIG. 4. Impact of variation in the trophic interaction between species 1 and 3 (by varying c31, e31, and l31) on the range
of landscapes types where all species can coexist for the food web with omnivory h, relative to a simple food chain with 1?2?3
link. (a–c) Area of the region of patch-loss–habitat-fragmentation space where all species coexist (red line shows the area of this
region for a food chain); (d) community pattern (partitioned by dashed lines) of a food chain at different levels of habitat destruc-
tion (none, extinction of all species). For an explanation of the inaccessible region: see Eq. S1 (Appendix S1). For other parameter
values, see Fig. 2.
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levels of habitat destruction. It is worth mentioning that,
in the same review, Kratina et al. (2012) proposed habitat
heterogeneity as a critical factor for trophic system
robustness, although they focused on prey rather than
omnivore refugia as we do here.
Note that this effect of omnivory is strongly depen-

dent on the strength and profitability of the trophic
interaction with the basal species. In particular, if the
colonization rate of the omnivore population is reduced
when feeding on the basal species, or the extinction rate
of either omnivore or basal species in such communities
is increased, the robustness of the overall system
decreases. These changes limit the maximum growth
rate of the omnivore population when feeding on the
basal species, reducing the benefit obtained from this
interaction. As a result, the robustness of the food web
with an omnivore declines towards that of a simple food
chain.
Our modelling predictions could be further validated

by both microcosm experiments and field observations.
Controlled microcosms have already been used to
investigate how omnivory alters food web stability and
persistence (Lawler and Morin 1993, Morin and Law-
ler 1996, Diehl and Feissel 2000, Liess and Diehl
2006). By incorporating the methods of Staddon et al.
(2010) and Chisholm et al. (2011) to produce frag-
mented habitats, it would be possible to compare the
robustness of tri-trophic communities with and with-
out an omnivorous top predator directly to corrobo-
rate our predictions concerning the increased stability
conferred by omnivory. Larger-scale observations can
also provide evidence for effects of omnivory on food
web dynamics, e.g., Fagan (1997) tested food web sta-
bility as a function of an increasing degree of omnivory
in natural arthropod assemblages, and Long et al.
(2011) observed omnivory at the predator level in a
subtidal marine food web. However, in this context, we
argue that it is most appropriate to look for general
trends in the relative robustness of these two food web
modules rather than seeking specific agreement with
our model predictions.
In conclusion, using an extended patch-dynamic

model for a tri-trophic community containing an omniv-
orous top-predator, we find that the sensitivity of species
to habitat destruction depends on the relative degree of
habitat loss and fragmentation, their trophic position
and dispersal characteristics. In particular, differing
landscape configurations favor one or other of the inter-
mediate consumer and the omnivore. Finally, and most
fundamentally, we find that the tri-trophic system with
an omnivorous top predator is more robust to landscape
fragmentation than a simple food chain, since its ability
to feed on the basal species allows it to behave as a sec-
ond consumer. Its superior dispersal range then permits
it to find refugia that the true intermediate consumer,
which is a superior competitor but a poor disperser, can-
not invade.
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